Recent News - April 2021
Alchemy Creative Inc. (the “Company”) OTC Pink: ALMY releases update that its recently acquired
subsidiary NanoLand U.S.A. (NLUSA) Inc. has passed ASTM F3502-21 Compliancy testing for its
proprietary Nanolyn medical grade disposable face mask.daddy

In March, the CDC-approved performance standards published by the international industry group
ASTM, as F3502-21, Standard Specification for Barrier Face Coverings. The new specification assigns
each mask two numerical scores: one for filtration and another for breathability. Each score also
corresponds to a performance grade of Level 1 (Low Performance) or Level 2 (High Performance),
depending on the laboratory testing results.
“We are very pleased to announce the certified compliancy testing results which were performed under
current Good Laboratory Practices (cGLP) and provided by Nelsen Labs,” stated Alchemy’s President
Mr. Richard James III.
According to Technavio, from 2021-2025 the disposable facial barrier market is expected to grow by
USD 1.85 billion which marks a significant market slowdown compared to the previous year’s growth
estimates due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the first half of 2020.
About Alchemy Creative Incorporated
Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY OTC-Pink) Is an early-stage venture holding company with a focus on
biopharmaceutical, edutainment, nanotechnology, and developmental research enterprises which bring
synergy and value to the company’s current portfolio of cutting-edge subsidiaries. The Company intends
to scale its existing operating enterprises through organic revenue growth, mergers, acquisitions, and
strategic business relationships. Alchemy Creative Inc. anticipates expanding its national DNA
internationally with investment into advanced innovations and select product branding opportunities.
For more information visit the Company’s website at http://www.AlehcmyCreativeCo.Com
Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update
forward-looking statements in this news release to reflect actual results of and changes in assumptions or
changes in other factors affecting such forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the
companies could differ significantly from such forward-looking statements.
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